Many organizations, including the New York City Democratic Socialists of America, have sought to pressure the New York State Chief Judge, Janet DiFiore, to prohibit ICE agents from entering courts in the state by way of a letter-writing and signature campaign. However, the Chief Judge has staunchly maintained that courthouses are public buildings and thus ICE cannot be prevented from entering or making arrests outside.

“In New York City, judges and public defenders have resorted to looking out for people that could be ICE agents—and hastily sending out email alerts to bring immigrants in through another door if they see one.”

Chief Judges from California, New Jersey, Oregon, Connecticut, and Washington have written letters to the Secretary of the Department of Homeland Security as well as the Attorney General to communicate that ICE arrests outside of courthouses chill justice and should therefore be severely curtailed. These letters did not result in any concrete action on the part of the Trump administration to
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slow ICE courthouse arrests or otherwise reconsider their policy regarding immigration enforcement in such areas.

- Extensive walkouts by public defenders in New York City courts have taken place over the course of the winter of 2017 spring and early summer of 2018 in response to courthouse arrests by ICE. Over time, however, the New York Office of Court Administration has treated these walkouts with less leniency, ultimately interpreting them as a failure by public defenders to comply with their ethical and professional duty to zealously advocate for their clients.

- On May 30, 2018, the New York State Assembly introduced an assembly bill that came to be known as the Protect Our Courts Act. The purpose of this legislation is to prohibit ICE agents from making arrests in New York courthouses unless they have an arrest warrant signed by a judge. Initially, the legislation was anticipated to have some difficulty passing the state Senate, however, if it does so successfully, it is predicted that Governor Cuomo will likely sign it into law. The bill was introduced late in the state’s current legislative session and therefore it
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was unable to pass both houses of the state’s legislature before the session ended on June 20, 2018.\[11\]

- On September 15, 2017, the Governor of New York, Andrew Cuomo, signed Executive Order 170 into action.\[12\] Once in effect, the Order prohibited “state agencies and officers from inquiring about or disclosing an individual’s immigration status unless required by law or necessary to determine eligibility for a benefit or service.”\[13\] In April of 2018, Governor Cuomo amended this Executive Order to prevent ICE agents from making arrests in state facilities without a warrant.\[14\]

- Following several ICE raids of agricultural facilities in New York, on April 25, 2018, the Governor of New York, Andrew Cuomo, issued a cease and desist letter to the director of ICE.\[15\] The letter demanded that ICE immediately cease employing “reckless and unconstitutional enforcement actions” or the state would pursue action against the federal agency.\[16\] In response, the director of ICE defended that the agency’s agents were not employing unlawful means to carry out their duties and asserted that the agency would continue its efforts to comply with its statutory mandate.\[17\]
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• On March 24, 2017, the Governor of New York, Andrew Cuomo, launched the Liberty Defense Project, a public-private partnership between the New York Department of State, two dedicated philanthropic allies—the Carnegie Corporation of New York and the Ford Foundation—and a statewide coalition of 182 advocacy organizations and legal entities . . . [all of which] will be coordinated by the State’s Office for New Americans to provide pro bono legal and additional resources for immigrants threatened by recent changes in immigration policy. The Project began operations almost immediately and, at the time of its creation, was funded by upwards or one million dollars. In 2018, Governor Cuomo increased the Project’s funding by ten million dollars under the state’s budget for the 2019 fiscal year. The project is touted as the first of its kind in the nation and its services include assisting immigrants in deportation hearings and educating parents at risk of deportation about how to prepare for such an emergency.

• In May of 2018, the Governor of the State of California, Jerry Brown, signed into law a bill that prevents discussion of a person’s immigration status in open court unless a judge has already determined that such evidence is admissible following an in camera hearing regarding the matter. The bill was originally proposed after a highly-publicized letter written by California’s Chief Judge, Tani Cantil-Sakauye, to the Secretary of the Department of Homeland Security and Attorney General Sessions urged an end to ICE courthouse arrests as they impeded equal access to justice. The legislation extends this protection to both civil and criminal contexts and passed by a wide margin, experiencing strong bipartisan support. The bill is characterized as an ‘urgency statute’ and therefore takes effect immediately but is to be automatically repealed as of January 1, 2022.
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In February of 2018, the Mayor of Oakland, California, Libby Schaaf, issued a public press release tipping off immigrant communities about an imminent ICE raid.\textsuperscript{27} Though the raid ultimately took place, the director of ICE, Thomas Homan, indicated that the press release assisted over 800 immigrants in evading ICE agents.\textsuperscript{28} Despite significant national criticism, Mayor Schaaf reiterated her commitment to protecting immigrant communities and her intention to stand by her actions.\textsuperscript{29} In response, President Trump urged Attorney General Sessions to initiate efforts to prosecute the Mayor for obstruction of justice, however, the Attorney General declined to do so.\textsuperscript{30}

On May 18, 2018, Representative Steve King of Iowa introduced House Bill 5884—the Mayor Libby Schaaf Act of 2018.\textsuperscript{31} The bill seeks to punish “any local or state government official who alert[s] residents of pending immigration raids . . . [with] up to 5 years in prison.”\textsuperscript{32} The bill has yet to be voted on by the House of Representatives.\textsuperscript{33}

In New Jersey, volunteers led by Seth Kaper-Dale, a pastor and former gubernatorial candidate, are engaged in court watching.\textsuperscript{34} They wear distinctive vests and patrol outside of courthouses for the purpose of distributing pamphlets detailing immigrants’ rights; documenting any ICE arrests that take place; contacting the relatives of immigrants arrested by ICE outside of courthouses; and warning immigrants inside courthouses to be wary of ICE agents outside the building.\textsuperscript{35}

In partnership with the Michigan Immigrant Rights Center, the ACLU has created and made generally available an advisory pamphlet entitled “Immigration
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Enforcement at Courthouses: A Resource for Attorneys.” The purpose of this pamphlet is to “provide guidance for attorneys whose clients may be affected by immigration enforcement at courthouses.” The brief resource contains information regarding minimizing risks to clients vulnerable to such a courthouse arrest by ICE as well as how an attorney should proceed if ICE agents appear at a courthouse or arrest their client at a courthouse. The ACLU of Nebraska has published a similar guide for attorneys, however, it is much more in-depth and refers specifically to Nebraska laws and local resources available to immigrants and attorneys.

- Many immigrants’ rights advocacy groups across the country have urged that Congress codify the Department of Homeland Security’s non-binding guidelines regarding arrests in “sensitive locations” and expand the definition of “sensitive location” to include courthouses. Currently, the Department’s guidelines indicate that, absent a showing of exigent circumstances, ICE agents must refrain from arresting persons in “sensitive locations”—places of worship, schools, health care
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facilities, religious or civil services, and public demonstrations. At this time, these guidelines are non-binding. In an effort to curtail the recent surge in ICE courthouse arrests, such groups are now advocating that Congress not only codify these guidelines but expand the definition of “sensitive locations” to include courthouses.

- On March 15, 2018, a coalition of advocacy groups in Massachusetts filed a petition for a “writ of protection” on behalf of seven immigrant clients with the State’s Supreme Judicial Court. The common law writ protects parties coming before the court regarding a civil matter from arrest. It seems that the coalition is seeking to utilize the “writ of protection” as an injunction against ICE courthouse arrests, eliminating the risk of arrest not only in the courthouse but on the way to and from the courthouse. At this time, the court has yet to issue the writ.

- On September 5, 2017, the ACLU filed a Freedom of Information Act Request with the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Customs and Border Protection, and U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement. The request sought information regarding, amongst other things, “ICE arrests at courthouses.” However, the ACLU alleges that the agencies did not adequately respond to the requests and, on
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May 8, 2018, “ACLU affiliates in Main, New Hampshire and Vermont filed a lawsuit to require [the three] government agencies to turn over records about civil rights violations arising from immigration enforcement in their states,” including information pertaining to ICE enforcement action in and near courthouses.49 As of February of 2018, The ACLU of Oregon became embroiled in a similar suit against U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement with regards to a similar Freedom of Information Act request made in October of 2017, to which it also alleges the agency has not adequately responded.50

- On February 27, 2018, Connecticut Senator Richard Blumenthal sent a letter to the Secretary of Homeland Security urging U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement to desist in arresting immigrants in and outside of courthouses, which he characterized as “sensitive locations.”51 Moreover, the Senator requested that ICE provide a wide variety of information and records pertaining to “enforcement actions in or near courthouses,” including information regarding local law enforcement’s involvement in the action.52

- In July of 2018, the New York City Bar issued a report detailing recommendations aimed at reducing federal immigration enforcement in state courthouses.53 In an effort to provide solutions outside of merely urging what it perceived to be unlikely congressional action, the report focuses on administrative rules that the chief judge can adopt to stem the onslaught of courthouse arrests.54 Such rules include: requiring judicial warrants rather than merely administrative warrants for ICE
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arrests to be valid in courthouses; requiring “the presiding judicial officer[s] to notify the targets of . . . [ICE arrests] of the presence of ICE agents who intend to detain them;” limiting “the cooperation and assistance of court personnel in civil immigration enforcement actions to those actions required by law;” providing “training to court personnel as to how ICE arrests differ from criminal arrests . . . [and] what court personnel can and cannot do vis-à-vis ICE encounters;” reducing “the frequency with which parties appear in court;” and making publically available that information recorded by court personnel regarding ICE activities in courthouses.

- The Immigration Defense Project, a New York-based advocacy group, has provided a ready-to-use amicus brief to be filed by immigrants arrested at courthouses for the purpose of terminating immigration proceedings against them. The Project argues that removal proceedings may be terminated if during the course of an immigrant’s detention ICE has acted in a manner that shocks the conscience “or violates fundamental rights.” The group characterizes courthouse arrests as both and urges immigrants detained in this way to seek termination of subsequent proceedings against them. In addition to the general motions that a party must file to seek an end to such proceedings, the Project has provided an amicus brief for immigrants to file that contains general information about ICE’s practice of courthouse arrests. The brief asserts that not only are such arrests violative of the long-held common law tradition that “rejects civil arrests in courthouses so as to protect the effective administration of justice,” but these actions are an unconstitutional infringement of the fundamental right to access courts and the implicit Tenth Amendment ban on federal government involvement in the local administration of state courts and resources.

- As of April 27, 2017, New York State’s Office of Court Administration “has released guidelines for dealing with ICE entering courts to arrest people.” Of the protocols instituted in the guidelines, the Office now requires that “law enforcement agents identify themselves to court officers upon entry to a courthouse and state their ‘specific law enforcement purpose.’” These officers must then notify a supervising
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authority, who, in turn must notify “the [relevant] judge of the agents’ presence.”\textsuperscript{63} The Office also prohibits such agents from taking law enforcement action in courtrooms absent exigent circumstances.\textsuperscript{64} Following these events, court officers must complete and file an “unusual occurrence report” for each ‘law enforcement action’ taken in the courthouse.”\textsuperscript{65} These protocols have done little to stymie ICE courthouse arrests and therefore advocates have urged that the Office issue stronger guidelines.\textsuperscript{66}
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